Mineralvandshuset
Located at the heart of Carlsberg City, this high street will be rich in culture with a vibrant community.
636 m2 of retail space on ground floor and above 4 floors of office space. Ready for move-in.
Franciska Clausens Plads 22, 1799 Copenhagen
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The Building
Cafe in Mineralvandshuset

Outdoor setting facing the park

Mineralvandshuset is a new extension to the

The back of Mineralvandshuset leads onto the

former soft drink factory, Mineralvandsfabrikken,

beautiful public garden, J. C. Jacobsens Have. The

in Carlsberg City. The transformation is designed

green oasis will be a pleasant break from the high

by Dorthe Mandrup Architects and the style

street and a place for both locals and visitors to

reflects the surrounding architecture and famous

enjoy a quiet moment.

park, J. C. Jacobsen’s Have, found just behind the
building.

The Carlsberg district has always been a mixture
of factory buildings, housing and urban life.

The mixed-use building will have a shop, a cafe,

In its heyday, the brewery was a microcosm in

offices and private residences. Its situated next

the centre of Copenhagen, where a very special

to the tallest tower in Carlsberg City, reaching

community spirit emerged.

120 m, making their combined skyline a defining
feature in the area as well as in Copenhagen.

The commercial environment in Carlsberg City is

Mineralvandhuset has a light and airy ground

based upon the original community spirit. Here,

floor with an open facade that leads onto one

the right mix of shops, institutions, restaurants,

of the main streets in the area. The building is

cafes and businesses forms an attractive city life

opposite two historic buildings, Kedelhallen

with room for everyone – connoisseurs, families

(Boiler Factory) and Maskincentralen (Mechanical

with children, senior citizen and business people.

Factory). These listed buildings will contain
cultural institutions, supporting a rich cultural
and social life around the main high street in
Carlsberg City.
Mineralvandsfabrikken and Mineralvandshuset facing the garden
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A vibrant new
city district
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carlsberg City train station on site
500 m to Enghave Metro
2 km to Copenhagen Central Station
3 km to City Center
Easy access to Copenhagen ring road
15 min. drive to Copenhagen Airport
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CENTER
FREDERIKSBERG
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TIVOLI
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The new Carlsberg City is centrally located in
Copenhagen. The area will consist of 50% residential
space, 35% commercial space and 15% culture.
The area will be a lively and diverse urban
neighbourhood, with an attractive retail plan.
The area will consist of a rich artistic environment and
a vibrant commercial life to make Carlsberg City an
attractive place to live, visit and do business.
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500 m

More than just
the story of
a cold lager
Anyone who has ever set foot on the old

The story of Carlsberg is actually about

industrial grounds knows that this place is

a family; a father and his son. The

something quite special. Here, in the centre of

story begins with the brewer J.C. Jacobsen,

Copenhagen, begins the story of a brewery, and

who pursued a life-long quest to improve

an important chapter in Denmark’s cultural and

the quality of beer. This led him to establishing

industrial history.

the Carlsberg Brewery in 1847. In 1882, his son
Carl Jacobsen established the neighbouring Ny

Just a few decades ago, horse-drawn beer

Carlsberg brewery, wanting to make beer

carriages rolled through the cobbled streets of

production quicker and more efficient. With

Carlsberg and the distinctive aroma of malt

ambitions that went far beyond the walls of the

from the breweries was a natural part of many

brewery and a desire to share their knowledge

Copenhageners’ everyday life. Although all beer

and passion, the two brewers have left a

production has now been moved, and the malt

significant mark on this neighbourhood. The

aroma is no longer present, Carlsberg and the

history of the brewery lives on in every brick,

brewery site still hold an important place in the

telling the story of the great visions that built this

heart of all Copenhageners.

place.

For most people, “Carlsberg” is synonymous

Carlsberg City is founded on far more than just

with cold lager served in an iconic dark green

a passion for good beer. The new city district

bottle. However, the name and brewery site

is being constructed with respect for its history

are also linked to ground-breaking inventions

and is based on four basic values: an interest in

in science and beer production. At Carlsberg

science, a respect for production, a passion for

City the current method of purifying yeast was

art, and openness towards diverse cultures. Here,

discovered, as well as theb invention of the pH-

the right combination of businesses will grow

scale. Carlsberg also commissioned some of the

harmoniously with the district and define

most magnificent architecture and art pieces in

the trading environment in Carlsberg City.

Danish cultural history, including Ny Carlsberg
Glyptotek, the iconic Elephant Gate and the
statue of The Little Mermaid.
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J

FLASKEGADE

Carlsberg City the opportunity to invite

In these universes, retail
and art will go hand in hand, solidifying
Carlsberg City as a leader in innovative retail
experiences and concept design.
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Terms and
Conditions

HEAD OF TERMS

•
•

Lease : 636 m2 + common
area + depot

8,000 -10,000 residents

•

12,000 employees in the area

12 months

•

23 new urban spaces

•

The tenant is subject to VAT

•

1-2 hotels

Rent : 2,750 kr/m2/year
secondary spaces 820 kr/

•

Rental regulation:

•

30-40 cafes and restaurants

•

30-40 shops

•

3 parks

•

3 kindergartens

•

10,000 students at KP
campus

•

International primary school

•

Service charges:
Estimated at 374 kr/m2/year

•

•

Staff facilities: yes

•

Bike parking: underground
bike parking

•

Car parking neighbouring
underground car parking

Operation expenses:
Estimated at 40 kr/m2/year

•

Deposit: 12 months rent

•

Date of occupancy:

Terminations notice:

Net price index

m2/year

•

Non-termination period:
5 years

Condition at handover as
white box or grey box

•

•

•

Ready for move-in

CARLSBERG BYEN
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View of Mineralvandshuset from Pasteursvej

Office space in Mineralvandshuset
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Plan drawing

Mineralvandshuset
Ground floor

J. C Jacobsens vej

Urban life

Bryggernes Plads
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Urban life
European School

J. C. Jacobsens Have
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Bryghuset

Contact info

Lærke Hentze
+45 21 77 68 66
lh@briqgroup.com
briqgroup.com

UDVIKLINGSSELSKABET CARLSBERG BYEN P/S
Ny Carlsberg Vej 140, 1799 København V
cby@carlsbergbyen.dk - Instagram @carlsbergbyen

